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Chandran's Yuva Foundation 

ISR Marathon 2022 – Running for A Cause

The ISR Marathon is about more than just finishing the race and improving your time. But there's 
something else that draws people in. The event gives participants the opportunity to help differently 
abled people. ISR Marathon is an example of personal social responsibility. It all comes down to giving 
back to society.

The ISR Marathon began in the year 2018. The goal is to bridge the gap between differently abled people 
and the general public. ISR Marathon helps differently abled and disabled people in the community.

For the past five years, Chandran's Yuva Foundation has organised the ISR MARATHON; but 
nevertheless, the marathons in 2020 and 2021 were cancelled because of covid lockdown. After two 
years, CYF MADE A BIG RETURN, with over 5000 people participating and witnessing the Run's cause. 
The ISR marathon is everyone's social responsibility; its goal is to help the differently abled community 
by encouraging them to achieve and give meaning to their lives.

Chandran's Yuva Foundation held the ISR MARATHON - A Run for Differently Abled Community on 
Sunday, August 21, 2022, in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. This year's event featured a famous Guinness 
Recorded Chef MR. Damodaran and Actor Azhar as chief guests. Mrs. Shashikala Sathyamoorthi, the 
Chairperson, honoured the Chief Guests. The founder of the SSVM Group of Institutions, Mrs. 
Manimekalai Mohan, and S. Ramkumar, district governor of Lions Club International, were there to 
officially launch the Individual Social Responsibility (ISR) Marathon as well as the guest chef Mr. 
Damodaran.

The marathon was divided into four age categories: 1km, 3km, 5km, and 10km. Individuals with 
disabilities, school and college students, and ordinary citizens all took part. The disabled community 
took part in a wheelchair marathon around the VOC park grounds. Participants and winners were 
honoured and awarded certificates and medals at this large event. Beneficiaries received tricycles, 
wheelchairs, sewing machines, hearing aids, artificial limbs, and blind glasses. Police traffic safety 
equipment, school kits, and sanitary napkin vending machines were distributed to a few government 
schools.
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We are living in a digital world where most of the students would prefer carrying out an internet search to 
clarify their doubt and to build their concept. However, the significance of the library cannot be denied 
even today.
A library still serves as an important source of knowledge for the school students as well as teachers. It Is 
Important to develop the habit of reading in students.

Chandran's Yuva foundation assists students in gaining access to a high-quality school library. A healthy, 
well-used library is a strong indicator of a school's reading culture.
The Mind Gear Program's objective is to establish free libraries for students. To raise the standard of 
children's literature taught in classrooms. The "mind gear" initiative, which is supported by the 
Chandrans Yuva foundation, increases the usability of school libraries.

MIND GEAR is a free school library programme that helps children improve their reading abilities while 
also developing academic skills, independent thinking, and increasing sociocultural knowledge and 
interests.
Under the Mind Gear scheme, We Chandran's Yuva Foundation established a school library at 
Madhampatty Government School. The Madhampatty government school received over 2500 books. It 
includes books on literacy, science, and technology, as well as reference books and dictionaries.

Sri Krishna Aditya Education supports Chandrans Yuva Foundation, who are the scheme's sponsors, to 
carry out this scheme. 
On August 5, 2022, the Wisdom Library at Madhampatty Government School was inaugurated by the 
Chandrans Yuva Foundation and Sri Krishna Aditya. In addition, an interactive session was held with the 
school students, and a brief literature lecture was given to them. They express their enthusiasm for the 
wisdom library.
To learn more about joining our Chandrans Yuva Foundation, you can visit our website, follow us on 
Facebook and Instagram, or touch with us

: admin@chandransyuva.com

: 99762 22222

: www.chandransyuva.com

Library is A heart

 Of the  School,

 It's the hub.

MIND GEAR



Anoter Headline

One Station One Product's mission is to promote regionally unique and indigenous goods and crafts by 
setting up display and sales locations in railroad stations by the government. We the Chandran's Yuva 
Foundation receive that great chance. People from the Chandran's Yuva Foundation set up a stall at the 
Coimbatore Railway station to make benefit of this opportunity.

Products made by the people with disabilities from the Chandran's Yuva Foundation, such as 
handicrafts, artifacts, textiles and handlooms, traditional clothing, processed/semi-processed foods, 
spices and forest products, sandalwood-based products, coffee, and cardamom, etc., are available for 
purchase in the one station, one product stall.

This boosts the confidence of those with disabilities and motivates them. This encourages people to be 
courageous and strong in society. They gain confidence and are inspired to participate in national 
programme like ONE STATION ONE PRODUCT 

The INVISIBLE KALEIDOSCOPE for skill development initiative of Chandran's Yuva Foundation assists 
them in achieving these types of programmes. This Program starts from 22 Aug. 2022 to 6 sep.2022. This 
one station one product takes 15 days in the railway station, more people buy products from the stall, 
which motivates and appreciates them. 

At this event, they not only sell their manufacturing product, but they also raise awareness about a 
plastic-free world.

A hero is an ordinary person who finds the strength to persevere and endure in the face of 
overwhelming odds.

Handloom products stall in 
Central railway station

ONE STATION ONE PRODUCT 
 CHANDRANS YUVA FOUNDATION
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